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the perfect combination
The innovative new Sun Room by Quantal combines the outstanding internal
aesthetics of a traditional Orangery with the simple construction of a conservatory.
The end result is a grand design for a fraction of the cost.

Affordable and flexible
The factory fabricated Sun Room roof kit emulates a traditional Orangery but offers
a far more affordable and flexible solution.
Based on the BBA accredited Quantal aluminium conservatory roof, the Sun Room
roof kit achieves the Orangery look without adding significant weight to the structure.
This not only makes it more affordable,
but opens up opportunities in the
replacement market by enabling you to
offer a new roof and create a brand new
contemporary living space without any
additional construction work.
The Sun Room can be built off existing
framework so the conversion from
conservatory to Sun Room couldn't be
easier and takes just a few simple steps.

Pre fabricated for simple installation

Simple construction
The new Sun Room kit is built on the
standard Quantal eaves, or can be
upgraded to the Quantal Box Gutter
eaves to incorporate an external
aesthetic of a soffit and fascia detail.
Engineered to work in tandem with the
existing eaves solutions, the stainless
steel brackets twist fit into the
aluminium extrusion.
The NEW internal detail is built around
bespoke ply timber webs, pre cut to
accommodate the fast fit internal
structure with cut outs for cable access
and for Heritage cladding when
specified. Once assembled you are
then ready for the plasterboard finish.

Kit specification
300mm internal soffit width
designed for a 25o roof pitch
Stainless steel brackets
Bespoke timber webs pre cut
for cable access
Optional external soffit and
fascia detail
Optional heritage cladding (internal)

Achieving an orangery look for little more than the cost of a conservatory

the new Quantal roof - same great looks but now faster to install
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Quantal Conservatory Roofing Systems - Our policy is one of continuous
improvement and we reserve the right to change the specification and design
at any time without prior notice. WS13183

The Sun Room - Versatile in design

